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Figure 1. Conjectured QCD phase diagram with boundaries that define various
states of QCD matter based on S�B patterns.

The chiral transition is a notion independent of the deconfinement transition. In
section 3.2 we classify the chiral transition according to the S�B pattern.

2.2. Conjectured QCD phase diagram

Figure 1 summarizes our state-of-the-art understanding on the phase structure of QCD
matter including conjectures which are not fully established. At present, relatively firm
statements can be made only in limited cases – phase structure at finite T with small
baryon density (µB ⌧ T ) and that at asymptotically high density (µB � ⇤QCD).
Below we will take a closer look at figure 1 from a smaller to larger value of µB in
order.

Hadron-quark phase transition at µB = 0: The QCD phase transition at finite
temperature with zero chemical potential has been studied extensively in the numerical
simulation on the lattice. Results depend on the number of colours and flavours as
expected from the analysis of e↵ective theories on the basis of the renormalization
group together with the universality [35, 36]. A first-order deconfinement transition
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 0 has been established from the finite size scaling analysis
on the lattice [37], and the critical temperature is found to be Tc ' 270MeV. For
Nf > 0 light flavours it is appropriate to address more on the chiral phase transition.
Recent analyses on the basis of the staggered fermion and Wilson fermion indicate a
crossover from the hadronic phase to the quark-gluon plasma for realistic u, d and s
quark masses [38, 39]. The pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which characterizes the
crossover location, is likely to be within the range 150MeV� 200MeV as summarized
in section 4.2.

Even for the temperature above Tpc the system may be strongly correlated and
show non-perturbative phenomena such as the existence of hadronic modes or pre-
formed hadrons in the quark-gluon plasma at µB = 0 [28, 40] as well as at µB 6= 0
[41, 42, 43]. Similar phenomena can be seen in other strong coupling systems such as

What are the low-energy excitations?

Fukushima and Hatsuda (’10)

h ̄ i 6= 0

h ̄ i ' 0

h  i 6= 0
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Figure 1. Conjectured QCD phase diagram with boundaries that define various
states of QCD matter based on S�B patterns.

The chiral transition is a notion independent of the deconfinement transition. In
section 3.2 we classify the chiral transition according to the S�B pattern.

2.2. Conjectured QCD phase diagram

Figure 1 summarizes our state-of-the-art understanding on the phase structure of QCD
matter including conjectures which are not fully established. At present, relatively firm
statements can be made only in limited cases – phase structure at finite T with small
baryon density (µB ⌧ T ) and that at asymptotically high density (µB � ⇤QCD).
Below we will take a closer look at figure 1 from a smaller to larger value of µB in
order.

Hadron-quark phase transition at µB = 0: The QCD phase transition at finite
temperature with zero chemical potential has been studied extensively in the numerical
simulation on the lattice. Results depend on the number of colours and flavours as
expected from the analysis of e↵ective theories on the basis of the renormalization
group together with the universality [35, 36]. A first-order deconfinement transition
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 0 has been established from the finite size scaling analysis
on the lattice [37], and the critical temperature is found to be Tc ' 270MeV. For
Nf > 0 light flavours it is appropriate to address more on the chiral phase transition.
Recent analyses on the basis of the staggered fermion and Wilson fermion indicate a
crossover from the hadronic phase to the quark-gluon plasma for realistic u, d and s
quark masses [38, 39]. The pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which characterizes the
crossover location, is likely to be within the range 150MeV� 200MeV as summarized
in section 4.2.

Even for the temperature above Tpc the system may be strongly correlated and
show non-perturbative phenomena such as the existence of hadronic modes or pre-
formed hadrons in the quark-gluon plasma at µB = 0 [28, 40] as well as at µB 6= 0
[41, 42, 43]. Similar phenomena can be seen in other strong coupling systems such as
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Figure 1. Conjectured QCD phase diagram with boundaries that define various
states of QCD matter based on S�B patterns.

The chiral transition is a notion independent of the deconfinement transition. In
section 3.2 we classify the chiral transition according to the S�B pattern.

2.2. Conjectured QCD phase diagram

Figure 1 summarizes our state-of-the-art understanding on the phase structure of QCD
matter including conjectures which are not fully established. At present, relatively firm
statements can be made only in limited cases – phase structure at finite T with small
baryon density (µB ⌧ T ) and that at asymptotically high density (µB � ⇤QCD).
Below we will take a closer look at figure 1 from a smaller to larger value of µB in
order.

Hadron-quark phase transition at µB = 0: The QCD phase transition at finite
temperature with zero chemical potential has been studied extensively in the numerical
simulation on the lattice. Results depend on the number of colours and flavours as
expected from the analysis of e↵ective theories on the basis of the renormalization
group together with the universality [35, 36]. A first-order deconfinement transition
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 0 has been established from the finite size scaling analysis
on the lattice [37], and the critical temperature is found to be Tc ' 270MeV. For
Nf > 0 light flavours it is appropriate to address more on the chiral phase transition.
Recent analyses on the basis of the staggered fermion and Wilson fermion indicate a
crossover from the hadronic phase to the quark-gluon plasma for realistic u, d and s
quark masses [38, 39]. The pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which characterizes the
crossover location, is likely to be within the range 150MeV� 200MeV as summarized
in section 4.2.

Even for the temperature above Tpc the system may be strongly correlated and
show non-perturbative phenomena such as the existence of hadronic modes or pre-
formed hadrons in the quark-gluon plasma at µB = 0 [28, 40] as well as at µB 6= 0
[41, 42, 43]. Similar phenomena can be seen in other strong coupling systems such as
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Figure 1. Conjectured QCD phase diagram with boundaries that define various
states of QCD matter based on S�B patterns.

The chiral transition is a notion independent of the deconfinement transition. In
section 3.2 we classify the chiral transition according to the S�B pattern.

2.2. Conjectured QCD phase diagram

Figure 1 summarizes our state-of-the-art understanding on the phase structure of QCD
matter including conjectures which are not fully established. At present, relatively firm
statements can be made only in limited cases – phase structure at finite T with small
baryon density (µB ⌧ T ) and that at asymptotically high density (µB � ⇤QCD).
Below we will take a closer look at figure 1 from a smaller to larger value of µB in
order.

Hadron-quark phase transition at µB = 0: The QCD phase transition at finite
temperature with zero chemical potential has been studied extensively in the numerical
simulation on the lattice. Results depend on the number of colours and flavours as
expected from the analysis of e↵ective theories on the basis of the renormalization
group together with the universality [35, 36]. A first-order deconfinement transition
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 0 has been established from the finite size scaling analysis
on the lattice [37], and the critical temperature is found to be Tc ' 270MeV. For
Nf > 0 light flavours it is appropriate to address more on the chiral phase transition.
Recent analyses on the basis of the staggered fermion and Wilson fermion indicate a
crossover from the hadronic phase to the quark-gluon plasma for realistic u, d and s
quark masses [38, 39]. The pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which characterizes the
crossover location, is likely to be within the range 150MeV� 200MeV as summarized
in section 4.2.

Even for the temperature above Tpc the system may be strongly correlated and
show non-perturbative phenomena such as the existence of hadronic modes or pre-
formed hadrons in the quark-gluon plasma at µB = 0 [28, 40] as well as at µB 6= 0
[41, 42, 43]. Similar phenomena can be seen in other strong coupling systems such as
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Figure 1. Conjectured QCD phase diagram with boundaries that define various
states of QCD matter based on S�B patterns.

The chiral transition is a notion independent of the deconfinement transition. In
section 3.2 we classify the chiral transition according to the S�B pattern.

2.2. Conjectured QCD phase diagram

Figure 1 summarizes our state-of-the-art understanding on the phase structure of QCD
matter including conjectures which are not fully established. At present, relatively firm
statements can be made only in limited cases – phase structure at finite T with small
baryon density (µB ⌧ T ) and that at asymptotically high density (µB � ⇤QCD).
Below we will take a closer look at figure 1 from a smaller to larger value of µB in
order.

Hadron-quark phase transition at µB = 0: The QCD phase transition at finite
temperature with zero chemical potential has been studied extensively in the numerical
simulation on the lattice. Results depend on the number of colours and flavours as
expected from the analysis of e↵ective theories on the basis of the renormalization
group together with the universality [35, 36]. A first-order deconfinement transition
for Nc = 3 and Nf = 0 has been established from the finite size scaling analysis
on the lattice [37], and the critical temperature is found to be Tc ' 270MeV. For
Nf > 0 light flavours it is appropriate to address more on the chiral phase transition.
Recent analyses on the basis of the staggered fermion and Wilson fermion indicate a
crossover from the hadronic phase to the quark-gluon plasma for realistic u, d and s
quark masses [38, 39]. The pseudo-critical temperature Tpc, which characterizes the
crossover location, is likely to be within the range 150MeV� 200MeV as summarized
in section 4.2.

Even for the temperature above Tpc the system may be strongly correlated and
show non-perturbative phenomena such as the existence of hadronic modes or pre-
formed hadrons in the quark-gluon plasma at µB = 0 [28, 40] as well as at µB 6= 0
[41, 42, 43]. Similar phenomena can be seen in other strong coupling systems such as
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What is important?
Independence of details of theory

Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Low-energy theorem
Ex.) Goldberger-Treiman relation

g⇡NN = 2mNgA/f⇡
g⇡NN

Aµ
5

Relation between different vertices.



Heat capacity (chiral limit): from Kittel and Kroemer (1980)Solid argon

T 3

Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Debye T3 law

CV =
2

5
⇡2T 3 + · · ·



Condensate:
hq̄qiT
hq̄qi0

= 1� 1

8

T 2

f2
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Condensate:
hq̄qiT
hq̄qi0

= 1� 1

8

T 2

f2
⇡

+ · · ·

Heat capacity (chiral limit): from Kittel and Kroemer (1980)Solid argon

T 3

Spontaneous symmetry breaking

Debye T3 law
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obtained with solid ingots in the solid solution system 
Gd4(SbxBh_x)a are shown in Table L The resistivity 
vs temperature curves for Gd4Bia and Gd4Sba are 
shown in Fig. 3. At the high-temperature end one 
obtains values of the resistivity which are not too 
different from those measured in Gd metal (p= 130-
140 ,uQ cm) .6,6 The slope of the curves indicates a 
metallic conduction mechanism. Table I gives the 
slope of the curves above the Curie temperature that 
can be interpreted as the temperature dependence of 
the phonon part in the resistivity. The magnetic scat-
tering part pm has been determined in the usual way, 
by linear extrapolation of the high temperature part 
to T= OaK and subtracting the residual resistivity Pres. 

160r---------------, 

o 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
(T/Tc )3/2 

FIG. 4. Saturation magnetization of Gd metal and 
Gd4 (SbxBi1_x)s compounds compared with the Tl law (solid 
lines). For Gd metal u oo/2 has been plotted. 

All samples are ferromagnetic at low temperatures. 
Their magnetization approaches the saturation value 
Uoo,T (at T=const) as UH.T=uoo ,T(1-a/H) for field 
strength H between 5 and 25 kOe. The values of "a" 
are given in Table 1. As shown in Fig. 4, the saturation 
magnetization UcoT follows the simple spin-wave law 

to remarkably high temperatures, similar to Gd metal. 
The absolute saturation moments, no per Gd atom, 
are lower than the value 7.0,uB expected for the 8S7/2 

ground state, This deviation is probably due to the 
presence of second phase in the grain boundaries ob-
servable by micro metallurgical techniques. 

The ferromagnetic Curie temperatures Tc were de-
termined by three different methods: by the classical 
method of Weiss and Forrer (W.F.), by extrapolating 

5 R. V. Colvin, S, Legvold, and F. H. Spedding, Phys. Rev. 
120, 741 (1960). 

6 P. W. Bridgman, Am. Acad. Arts. Sci. 82,83 (1953). 
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Holtzberg, McGuire, M'ethfessel, Suits, J. Appl. Phys. 35,1033 (1964)

(T/Tc)
3/2cf. Bloch T3/2 law

hMiT
hMi0

= 1�
✓
T

Tc

◆3/2

CV =
2

5
⇡2T 3 + · · ·



Nambu-Goldstone theorem

For Lorentz invariant vacuum
Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking

Dispersion relation:

NNG = NBS

Nambu (’60), Goldstone (61), Nambu, Jona-Lasinio (’61), Goldstone, Salam, Weinberg (’62)

# of broken symmetry# of NG modes

http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.4.380
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF02812722
http://prola.aps.org/abstract/PR/v122/i1/p345_1
http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevLett.4.380


QCD in vacuum
Three NG modes: Pions

⇡
+ ,⇡

� ,⇡
0



QCD in vacuum
Three NG modes: Pions

SSB of approximate  
symmetry of QCD
SU(2)L ⇥ SU(2)R ! SU(2)V

! =
p

k2 +m2
⇡

Dispersion relation
Sigma mode 

� = h ̄ i

F [�,⇡]

NG mode⇡

⇡
+ ,⇡

� ,⇡
0



“Abnormal Number of NG bosons”
Schafer,  Son, Stephanov, Toublan, and Verbaarschot (’01), Miransky, Shovkovy (’02), Blaschke, Ebert, Klimenko, 

Volkov, Yudichev (’04), Ebert, Klimenko, Yudichev (’05), He, Jin, Zhuang (’06) ,Buchel, Jia, Miransky (’07), ..

NNG 6= NBS

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269301012655
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.88.111601
http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.70.014006
http://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.72.015201
http://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.74.033604
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269307001979


“Abnormal Number of NG bosons”
Schafer,  Son, Stephanov, Toublan, and Verbaarschot (’01), Miransky, Shovkovy (’02), Blaschke, Ebert, Klimenko, 

Volkov, Yudichev (’04), Ebert, Klimenko, Yudichev (’05), He, Jin, Zhuang (’06) ,Buchel, Jia, Miransky (’07), ..

Kaon-Condensed CFL phase
SSB pattern:

NNG 6= NBS

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269301012655
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.88.111601
http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.70.014006
http://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.72.015201
http://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.74.033604
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269307001979


“Abnormal Number of NG bosons”
Schafer,  Son, Stephanov, Toublan, and Verbaarschot (’01), Miransky, Shovkovy (’02), Blaschke, Ebert, Klimenko, 

Volkov, Yudichev (’04), Ebert, Klimenko, Yudichev (’05), He, Jin, Zhuang (’06) ,Buchel, Jia, Miransky (’07), ..

Kaon-Condensed CFL phase
SSB pattern:

model with chemical potential

massive

Three NG modes 
with! / |k|

one NG mode with  
and one NG mode with 

! / |k|
! / |k|2

SU(2)⇥ U(1)

NNG 6= NBS

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269301012655
http://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.88.111601
http://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.70.014006
http://journals.aps.org/prc/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevC.72.015201
http://journals.aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.74.033604
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269307001979


Example of NG modes  
in condensed matter Phys.

Superfluid phonon
broken of number

Magnon

one magnon

Broken of rotation
Two broken generators

One phonon
4He superfluid

Broken generator



General theory of 
Spontaneous symmetry breaking 

(internal symmetry)



Generalization of NG theorem
 Nielsen - Chadha(’76)

Ntype-I + 2Ntype-II � NBS

Type-I: Type-II:! / k2n+1 ! / k2n
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Generalization of NG theorem
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NNG = NBS
(’01)
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Generalization of NG theorem
 Nielsen - Chadha(’76)

Ntype-I + 2Ntype-II � NBS

Type-I: Type-II:! / k2n+1 ! / k2n

Watanabe - Brauner (’11)
NBS �NNG  1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

Schafer,  Son, Stephanov, Toublan, and Verbaarschot

NNG = NBS
(’01)

h[iQa, Qb]i = 0

Nambu (’04)
h[iQa, Qb]i 6= 0 (Qa, Qb)

canonical conjugate



Recent progress

Ntype-I + 2Ntype-II = NBS

Watanabe, Murayama (’12)

YH (’12)
Effective Lagrangian method
Mori’s projection operator method

NBS �NNG =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v108/i25/e251602
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1203.1494


Recent progress
Watanabe, Murayama (’12)

YH (’12)
Effective Lagrangian method
Mori’s projection operator method

NBS �NNG =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

Ntype-A + 2Ntype-B = NBS

Ntype-B =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v108/i25/e251602
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1203.1494


F [�]
For fields

Spontaneous symmetry breaking



F [�]

�

F [�]

Degeneracy of ground states

For fields
Spontaneous symmetry breaking



F [�]

�

F [�]

Degeneracy of ground states
For spins

random

aligned

For fields
Spontaneous symmetry breaking



Elasticity

⇡a

For spin

For crystal 



Elasticity

⇡a

For spin

For crystal 

Free energy:
# of elasticity =  # of broken symm.



Intuitive example 
for type-B NG modes

Pendulum with a spinning top

Rotation symmetry is explicitly  
broken by a weak gravity

Rotation along with z axis is 
unbroken.

Rotation along with x or y is 
broken.

The number of broken

symmetry is two.



Pendulum has two oscillation motions

if the top is not spinning.

Intuitive example 
for type-B NG modes



If the top is spinning,

the only one rotation motion (Precession) exists.
In this case,  {Lx

, L
y

}
P

= L
z

6= 0

Intuitive example 
for type-B NG modes



Type-A Type-B

Two types of excitations

Harmonic oscillation Precession motion



Type-A Type-B

Two types of excitations

Harmonic oscillation Precession motion
! ⇠ p

g ! ⇠ g

gravity



Type-A Type-B

Two types of excitations

Harmonic oscillation Precession motion
! ⇠ p

g ! ⇠ g

gravity

⇠
p
k2 ⇠ k2

Type-I Type-II



Classification

Type-A Type-B
harmonic oscillation precession motion

NG modes associated with spontaneous breaking of 
internal symmetry can be  classified by two types:

Ntype-A = NBS � 2Ntype-B

Watanabe, Murayama (’12), YH (’12)

Ntype-B =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

NBS �NNG =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v108/i25/e251602
http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:1203.1494


Effective Lagrangian approach
Leutwyler(’94), Watanabe, Murayama (’12)

Write down all possible terms

L =
1

2
⇢ab⇡

a⇡̇b +
ḡab
2

⇡̇a⇡̇b � gab
2

@i⇡
a@i⇡

b

+higher orders

Leutwyler(’94)

http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.49.3033
http://prl.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v108/i25/e251602
http://%09http://link.aps.org/doi/10.1103/PhysRevD.49.3033


Effective Lagrangian approach
Leutwyler(’94), Watanabe, Murayama (’12)

Write down all possible terms

No Lorentz symmetry:
The first derivative term may appear.
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+higher orders

Lagrangian is invariant under symmetry transformation 
up to surface term.

Watanabe, Murayama (’12)
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SSB with a small breaking term

Pseudo NG modes
Type-A:

Type-B:

Nicolis, Piazza (’12), (’13)

Watanabe, Brauner, Murayama (’13)

! ⇠
p
h

! ⇠ h

No higher corrections if the explicit breaking term is a charge.

small explicit breaking termSymmetric

Ex) pions

Ex) magnon in an external magnetic field

YH (’12), Hayata, YH(14)



NBS Ntype-I Ntype-II
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2
rankh[iQa, Qb]iNBS �NNG

Spin wave in 
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 2 0 1 1 2
NG modes 


in Kaon 
condensed CFL
 3 1 1 1 3

Kelvin waves in 
vortex 

Translation           . 2 0 1 1 2
nonrelativistic 

massive CP1 model
 2 0 1 1 2

Examples of Type-B NG modes
NBS

Ntype-A + 2Ntype-B = NBS

Ntype-A Ntype-B Ntype-A + 2Ntype-B

NBS �NNG =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

SO(3) ! SO(2)

SU(2)I ⇥ U(1)Y ! U(1)em

R3 ! R1

U(1)⇥R3 ! R2



Topological soliton and  
central extensions

Translation-Internal symm.

Translation-translation

Kobayashi, Nitta ('14)

Watanabe, Murayama ('14)

Ex.) domain wall in nonrelativistic massive CP1 model

Ex.) 2+1D skyrmion, Kelvin waves
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y

] / N

z trans

topological number y trans.

[Pz, Q] / N
topological number 

x trans.

U(1) charge

(several tens of nanometres) can be regarded as a magnetically 2D
system, in which the direction of q is confined within the plane
because the sample thickness is less than the helical wavelength;
therefore, various features should appear that are missing in bulk
samples. In the context of the skyrmion, the thin film has the advant-
age that the conical state is not stabilized when the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane23. Therefore, it is expected that the SkX can
be stabilized much more easily, and even at T 5 0, in a thin film of
helical magnet.

In this Letter, we report the real-space observation of the forma-
tion of the SkX in a thin film of B20-type Fe0.5Co0.5Si, the thickness of
which is less than the helical wavelength, using Lorentz TEM28 with a
high spatial resolution. The quantitative evaluation of the magnetic
components is achieved by combining the Lorentz TEM observation
with a magnetic transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) calculation
(Supplementary Information).

We first discuss the two prototypical topological spin textures
observed for the (001) thin film of Fe0.5Co0.5Si. The Monte Carlo
simulation (Supplementary Information) for the discretized version
of the Hamiltonian in equation (1) predicts that the proper screw
(Fig. 1a) changes to the 2D skyrmion lattice (Fig. 1b) when a perpen-
dicular external magnetic field is applied at low temperature and when
the thickness of the thin film is reduced to close to or less than the
helical wavelength. The Lorentz TEM observation of the zero-field
state below the magnetic transition temperature (,40 K) clearly
reveals the stripy pattern (Fig. 1d) of the lateral component of the
magnetization, with a period of 90 nm, as previously reported18; this
indicates the proper-screw spin propagating in the [100] or [010]
direction. When a magnetic field (50 mT) was applied normal to the
plate, a 2D skyrmion lattice like that predicted by the simulation
(Fig. 1b) was observed as a real-space image (Fig. 1e) by means of
Lorentz TEM. The hexagonal lattice is a periodic array of swirling spin
textures (a magnified view is shown in Fig. 1f) and the lattice spacing is
of the same order as the stripe period, ,90 nm. Each skyrmion has the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction energy gain, and the regions
between them have the magnetic field energy gain. Therefore, the
closest-packed hexagonal lattice of the skyrmion has both energy
gains, and forms at a magnetic field strength intermediate between
two critical values, each of which is of order a2/J in units of energy. We

note that the anticlockwise rotating spins in each spin structure reflect
the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction of this helical mag-
net. Although Lorentz TEM cannot specify the direction of the mag-
netization normal to the plate, the spins in the background (where the
black colouring indicates zero lateral component) should point
upwards and the spins in the black cores of the ‘particles’ should point
downwards; this is inferred from comparison with the simulation of
the skyrmion and is also in accord with there being a larger upward
component along the direction of the magnetic field. The situation is
similar to the magnetic flux in a superconductor29, in which the spins
are parallel to the magnetic field in the core of each vortex.

Keeping this transformation between the two distinct spin textures
(helical and skyrmion) in mind, let us go into detail about their field
and temperature dependences. First, we consider the isothermal vari-
ation of the spin texture as the magnetic field applied normal to the
(001) film is increased in intensity. The magnetic domain configura-
tion at zero field is shown in Fig. 2a. In analogy to Bragg reflections
observed in neutron scattering22, two peaks were found in the cor-
responding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern (Fig. 2e), confirm-
ing that the helical axis is along the [100] direction. In the real-space
image, however, knife-edge dislocations (such as that marked by an
arrowhead in Fig. 2a) are often seen in the helical spin state, as
pointed out in ref. 18. When a weak external magnetic field, of
20 mT, was applied normal to the thin film, the hexagonally arranged
skyrmions (marked by a hexagon in Fig. 2b) started to appear as the
spin stripes began to fragment. The coexistence of the stripe domain
and skyrmions is also seen in the corresponding FFT pattern (Fig. 2f);
the two main peaks rotate slightly away from the [100] axis, and two
other broad peaks and a weak halo appear. With further increase of
the magnetic field to 50 mT (Fig. 2c), stripe domains were completely
replaced by hexagonally ordered skyrmions. Such a 2D skyrmion
lattice structure develops over the whole region of the (001) sample,
except for the areas containing magnetic defects (Supplementary
Information). A lattice dislocation was also observed in the SkX, as
indicated by a white arrowhead in Fig. 2c. The corresponding FFT
(Fig. 2g) shows the six peaks associated with the hexagonal SkX
structure. The SkX structure changes to a ferromagnetic structure
at a higher magnetic field, for example 80 mT (Fig. 2d, h), rendering
no magnetic contrast in the lateral component.

d e f

90 nm 90 nm 30 nm

[010] [100]

a b c

Figure 1 | Topological spin textures in the helical magnet Fe0.5Co0.5Si.
a, b, Helical (a) and skyrmion (b) structures predicted by Monte Carlo
simulation. c, Schematic of the spin configuration in a skyrmion. d–f, The
experimentally observed real-space images of the spin texture, represented
by the lateral magnetization distribution as obtained by TIE analysis of the

Lorentz TEM data: helical structure at zero magnetic field (d), the skyrmion
crystal (SkX) structure for a weak magnetic field (50 mT) applied normal to
the thin plate (e) and a magnified view of e (f). The colour map and white
arrows represent the magnetization direction at each point.
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(several tens of nanometres) can be regarded as a magnetically 2D
system, in which the direction of q is confined within the plane
because the sample thickness is less than the helical wavelength;
therefore, various features should appear that are missing in bulk
samples. In the context of the skyrmion, the thin film has the advant-
age that the conical state is not stabilized when the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the plane23. Therefore, it is expected that the SkX can
be stabilized much more easily, and even at T 5 0, in a thin film of
helical magnet.

In this Letter, we report the real-space observation of the forma-
tion of the SkX in a thin film of B20-type Fe0.5Co0.5Si, the thickness of
which is less than the helical wavelength, using Lorentz TEM28 with a
high spatial resolution. The quantitative evaluation of the magnetic
components is achieved by combining the Lorentz TEM observation
with a magnetic transport-of-intensity equation (TIE) calculation
(Supplementary Information).

We first discuss the two prototypical topological spin textures
observed for the (001) thin film of Fe0.5Co0.5Si. The Monte Carlo
simulation (Supplementary Information) for the discretized version
of the Hamiltonian in equation (1) predicts that the proper screw
(Fig. 1a) changes to the 2D skyrmion lattice (Fig. 1b) when a perpen-
dicular external magnetic field is applied at low temperature and when
the thickness of the thin film is reduced to close to or less than the
helical wavelength. The Lorentz TEM observation of the zero-field
state below the magnetic transition temperature (,40 K) clearly
reveals the stripy pattern (Fig. 1d) of the lateral component of the
magnetization, with a period of 90 nm, as previously reported18; this
indicates the proper-screw spin propagating in the [100] or [010]
direction. When a magnetic field (50 mT) was applied normal to the
plate, a 2D skyrmion lattice like that predicted by the simulation
(Fig. 1b) was observed as a real-space image (Fig. 1e) by means of
Lorentz TEM. The hexagonal lattice is a periodic array of swirling spin
textures (a magnified view is shown in Fig. 1f) and the lattice spacing is
of the same order as the stripe period, ,90 nm. Each skyrmion has the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction energy gain, and the regions
between them have the magnetic field energy gain. Therefore, the
closest-packed hexagonal lattice of the skyrmion has both energy
gains, and forms at a magnetic field strength intermediate between
two critical values, each of which is of order a2/J in units of energy. We

note that the anticlockwise rotating spins in each spin structure reflect
the sign of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction of this helical mag-
net. Although Lorentz TEM cannot specify the direction of the mag-
netization normal to the plate, the spins in the background (where the
black colouring indicates zero lateral component) should point
upwards and the spins in the black cores of the ‘particles’ should point
downwards; this is inferred from comparison with the simulation of
the skyrmion and is also in accord with there being a larger upward
component along the direction of the magnetic field. The situation is
similar to the magnetic flux in a superconductor29, in which the spins
are parallel to the magnetic field in the core of each vortex.

Keeping this transformation between the two distinct spin textures
(helical and skyrmion) in mind, let us go into detail about their field
and temperature dependences. First, we consider the isothermal vari-
ation of the spin texture as the magnetic field applied normal to the
(001) film is increased in intensity. The magnetic domain configura-
tion at zero field is shown in Fig. 2a. In analogy to Bragg reflections
observed in neutron scattering22, two peaks were found in the cor-
responding fast Fourier transform (FFT) pattern (Fig. 2e), confirm-
ing that the helical axis is along the [100] direction. In the real-space
image, however, knife-edge dislocations (such as that marked by an
arrowhead in Fig. 2a) are often seen in the helical spin state, as
pointed out in ref. 18. When a weak external magnetic field, of
20 mT, was applied normal to the thin film, the hexagonally arranged
skyrmions (marked by a hexagon in Fig. 2b) started to appear as the
spin stripes began to fragment. The coexistence of the stripe domain
and skyrmions is also seen in the corresponding FFT pattern (Fig. 2f);
the two main peaks rotate slightly away from the [100] axis, and two
other broad peaks and a weak halo appear. With further increase of
the magnetic field to 50 mT (Fig. 2c), stripe domains were completely
replaced by hexagonally ordered skyrmions. Such a 2D skyrmion
lattice structure develops over the whole region of the (001) sample,
except for the areas containing magnetic defects (Supplementary
Information). A lattice dislocation was also observed in the SkX, as
indicated by a white arrowhead in Fig. 2c. The corresponding FFT
(Fig. 2g) shows the six peaks associated with the hexagonal SkX
structure. The SkX structure changes to a ferromagnetic structure
at a higher magnetic field, for example 80 mT (Fig. 2d, h), rendering
no magnetic contrast in the lateral component.
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Figure 1 | Topological spin textures in the helical magnet Fe0.5Co0.5Si.
a, b, Helical (a) and skyrmion (b) structures predicted by Monte Carlo
simulation. c, Schematic of the spin configuration in a skyrmion. d–f, The
experimentally observed real-space images of the spin texture, represented
by the lateral magnetization distribution as obtained by TIE analysis of the

Lorentz TEM data: helical structure at zero magnetic field (d), the skyrmion
crystal (SkX) structure for a weak magnetic field (50 mT) applied normal to
the thin plate (e) and a magnified view of e (f). The colour map and white
arrows represent the magnetization direction at each point.
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Type-A Type-B
harmonic oscillation precession motion

Ntype-A = NBS � 2Ntype-B Ntype-B =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

NBS �NNG =
1

2
rankh[iQa, Qb]i

Summary

! = ak � ibk2 ! = a0k2 � ib0k4

For SSB of internal symmetries,
classification is completed!



Spacetime breaking is more complicated
Ex) Liquid crystal (type-A)

rotation O(3)→O(2)Nematic phase:

Dispersion relation:
Real and imaginary parts are the 
same order (damped oscillation)
In case         , (overdamping)a = 0

Ex) Capillary wave (Type-B)

Hosino, Nakano(’82)

! ⇠ k3/21

V
h[Pz, N ]i 6= 0

Effective Lagrangian: Watanabe, Murayama (’14)cf. Takeuchi, Kasamatsu ('13)

! = ak2 � ibk2
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